Association of Dorsolateral Prefrontal Cortex Dysfunction With Disrupted Coordinated Brain Activity in Schizophrenia: Relationship With Impaired Cognition, Behavioral Disorganization, and Global Function
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Objective: Although deficits in cognitive control are thought to contribute to the diverse cognitive and behavioral abnormalities in individuals with schizophrenia, the neural mechanisms underlying these deficits remain unclear. In this event-related functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) study, the authors tested the hypothesis that during cognitive control tasks, impaired activation of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex in schizophrenia patients is associated with disrupted coordinated activity between this prefrontal region and a distributed brain network that supports cognitive control.

Method: Through the use of an event-related design, 25 patients with first-episode schizophrenia and 24 healthy comparison subjects, matched on demographic characteristics, were assessed while performing a version of the AX continuous performance task. Functional neuroimaging data were analyzed using 1) univariate (region-of-interest blood-oxygen-level-dependent [BOLD] time series and whole brain voxel-wise regression) analysis to confirm the presence of dorsolateral prefrontal cortex dysfunction and 2) multivariate analysis to examine dorsolateral prefrontal cortex functional connectivity. In addition, correlations between dorsolateral prefrontal cortex functional connectivity and the following variables were investigated: clinical symptoms, task performance, and coordinated brain activity associated with cognitive control.

Results: Schizophrenia patients exhibited a specific deficit in cognitive control, with significantly reduced accuracy in the BX condition relative to any other condition. Univariate fMRI revealed dorsolateral prefrontal cortex dysfunction during the high cognitive control condition. Multivariate analysis revealed significant impairment in functional connectivity between the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and task-relevant brain regions. Significant correlations were also found between dorsolateral prefrontal cortex functional connectivity and cognitive performance, behavioral disorganization, and global functioning.

Conclusions: These findings suggest that there is an association between decreased dorsolateral prefrontal cortex activity and connectivity and a task-related neural network. This deficit in coordinated brain activity may result in the disabling disorganization symptoms related to impaired cognition in individuals with schizophrenia.

Kraepelin (1) described the behavioral disorganization and cognitive deficits in schizophrenia as “an orchestra without a conductor,” which presciently suggests that cognitive control—the coordination of thoughts and actions that facilitates goal-oriented behavior—is one of the key higher-order cognitive processes impaired in individuals with schizophrenia. The findings of basic studies in cognitive neuroscience suggest that the neural correlate of cognitive control is the coordinated activity of task-relevant brain regions, and the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex plays a key role in this process (2–4).

Although dorsolateral prefrontal cortex dysfunction has been one of the most replicated findings in schizophrenia research, particularly during tasks that require cognitive control (5–11), the mechanisms by which impairment of this prefrontal region translates into cognitive control deficits and related behavioral abnormalities in schizophrenia remain poorly understood. The objective of the present study was to examine one potential mechanism by testing the hypothesis that reduced dorsolateral prefrontal cortex activity is associated with altered coordinated activity of task-relevant cortical processing across brain regions in individuals with schizophrenia.

In this functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) study, 25 first-episode schizophrenia patients and 24 healthy comparison subjects were assessed while they
completed the AX continuous performance task, which allows the measurement of performance and brain activity associated with specific aspects of cognitive control (6, 10, 12, 13). This paradigm was optimized in order to accommodate an event-related functional connectivity analysis while providing efficient sampling of both A and B cue trials. Under conditions that required greater cognitive control, we expected schizophrenia patients to show reduced dorsolateral prefrontal cortex engagement and reduced correlated activity in the distributed brain network that supports task performance. We investigated the clinical significance of the result by measuring the association of the deficit in top-down modulation with behavioral performance and clinical measures. We predicted that altered top-down modulation would be significantly correlated with impaired behavioral performance and clinical measures of disorganization in schizophrenia patients.

**Method**

**Participants**

Twenty five patients with schizophrenia and related disorders (schizophrenia, 23 patients; schizoaffective disorder, 1 patient; schizoaffective disorder, 1 patient) and 24 healthy comparison subjects were recruited from the community. The age range for participants in both study groups was between 14 and 32 years. Demographic and clinical characteristics of the two groups are provided in Table 1. At the time of testing, all subjects in the schizophrenia group were outpatients and within the first year of onset. For the schizophrenia group, 23 patients were medication-naive. The remaining 16 patients were being treated with antipsychotics (risperidone [N=10], aripiprazole [N=4], quetiapine [N=2], olanzapine [N=1]) at the time of testing. Exclusion criteria for comparison subjects were 1) the presence of a lifetime diagnosis of an axis I disorder or 2) a first-degree relative with a psychotic disorder. Exclusion criteria for both study groups were as follows: 1) IQ <70, 2) history of drug or alcohol dependence or abuse within the 3 months before the start of the study or a positive urine drug screen at the start of the study, 3) significant head trauma, or 4) any known contraindication to MRI. Both groups were well-matched, except in years of education (schizophrenia group versus comparison group: 12.4 years [SD=2.7] versus 14.8 years [SD=4.0], p<0.05) and IQ score (schizophrenia group versus comparison group: 98.2 [SD=13.3] versus 112.4 [SD=8.5], p<0.01). After complete description of the study was given, written informed consent was obtained. The study was approved by the University of California Davis Institutional Review Board.

**Cognitive Task**

Subjects completed the AX continuous performance task, which has been demonstrated to reliably measure specific cognitive control deficits in individuals with schizophrenia (10–12). In this performance task, the cue letter is presented for a 500-msec duration. Following a 3,500-msec delay, the probe letter is shown for a duration of 500 msec. Subjects are required to make a target response (using a right-index-finger button press) to the probe letter X only when it follows the cue letter A. All other stimuli require a nontarget response (using a right-middle-finger button press), including trials in which the letter X is preceded by any letter other than A (collectively referred to as B). Trials with target-cue-probe pairings (e.g., AX) occur with high frequency (70%) and set up the tendency for the subject to make a target response to the probe letter X. The condition with the highest cognitive control demand is the BX cue-probe trial, in which subjects must overcome the tendency to make a target response to X.

**Neuroimaging**

**Acquisition.** Coplanar T1-weighted structural images were obtained prior to echoplanar imaging scans. Functional scans (T2-weighted echoplanar imaging; TR=2,000 msec, echo time=40 msec, flip angle=90°, field of view=22 cm) were acquired using a 1.5T GE scanner. Twenty-four contiguous 4.0-mm axial slices (with a 3.4 mm² in-plane resolution from 80 mm above to 16 mm below the anterior commissure-posterior commissure line) were also obtained.

**Preprocessing.** Preprocessing steps, implemented using Automated Image Registration software (http://bishopw.loni.ucla.edu/AIR), were as follows: 1) removal of linear tendencies and significant outliers in the time series, 2) spatial realignment, 3) normalization to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) template through the use of a nonlinear warping algorithm, and 4) spatial smoothing through the use of a Gaussian 8-mm full-width half-maximum kernel. Two comparison subjects were excluded because of a 3-4-mm within-run movement. A multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) on the linear and angular movement parameters revealed no significant effect by group.

**Statistical Analysis**

**Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex region-of-interest time series.** We conducted a region-of-interest analysis with a functionally defined dorsolateral prefrontal cortex region of interest identified in a previous study (14). Trial-averaged blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) time series were generated for each subject and averaged by group for statistical comparison. For this and all functional neuroimaging analyses, only correct trials were assessed.

**Whole brain analysis.** In this exploratory voxel-wise analysis, conducted using Statistical Parametric Mapping-2 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm), we performed a multiple regression, with covariates representing cue and probe events. In the first-level analysis, covariates were convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response function, using the temporal derivative to account for intersubject variability in BOLD signal time to peak (13, 15). In the second-level analysis, we conducted a random-effects comparison of the linear contrast between B and A cue trials between the two study groups. For between-group comparisons, non-task-related regions were excluded by imposing a mask of significant regions of activity from either group. Thresholding of all maps followed the procedure for determining cluster-level signif-
Table 1. Demographic and Clinical Characteristics of Schizophrenia Patients and Healthy Comparison Subjects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Schizophrenia Patients (N=25)</th>
<th>Healthy Comparison Subjects (N=24)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>3.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parental education (years)</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>2.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant education (years)</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>2.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAIS IQ scorea</td>
<td>98.2</td>
<td>13.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symptom severity (scale scores)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPRS</td>
<td>46.5</td>
<td>8.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS</td>
<td>30.1</td>
<td>13.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAPS</td>
<td>30.4</td>
<td>16.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strauss Carpenter Outcome Scale</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>2.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Assessment Scale</td>
<td>53.7</td>
<td>10.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right-handed</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antipsychotic medication</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atypical</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Typical</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unmedicated</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History of substance abuse or dependence</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: a Significant between-group difference (p<0.01).

Results

AX Continuous Performance Task In-Scanner Performance

Accuracy results revealed a specific deficit in context processing in schizophrenia patients (Figure 1). Analysis of variance (ANOVA), with between-subject factor by group and within-subject factor by condition (AX, AY, BX, and BY), showed a significant main effect by group (F=9.240, df=1, 141, p=0.004) (with schizophrenia patients performing worse than comparison subjects) and condition (F=16.982, df=3, 141, p<0.001) and a significant group-by-condition interaction (F=4.033, df=3, 141, p=0.009). Post hoc two-sample t tests demonstrated significantly better cognitive control performance among healthy comparison subjects relative to schizophrenia patients in the BX (t=3.349, df=47, p=0.002) and AX conditions (t=2.295, df=47, p=0.03) but not in the BY or AY conditions (p>0.15).

fMRI

Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex region-of-interest time series. Healthy comparison subjects exhibited robust enhancement in dorsolateral prefrontal cortex activity during the B cue trial relative to the A cue trial, with maximal difference occurring at scan 3 (the expected peak of cue-related activity). Schizophrenia patients showed minimal enhancement of dorsolateral prefrontal cortex activity across cue types (Figure 1). ANOVA of the BOLD signal at scan 3 revealed a significant main effect by group (F=33.725, df=1, 47, p<0.001) and condition (F=11.014, df=1, 47, p=0.002) and a significant group-by-condition interaction (F=4.685, df=1, 47, p=0.04). Across scans 1 to 3, there was a significant group-by-condition-by-scan interaction (F=3.172, df=2, 94, p=0.05). A two-tailed, paired-sample t test showed that the scan 3 signal was significantly greater during the B cue trial relative to the A cue trial in comparison subjects (t=4.437, df=23, p<0.001) but not in schizophrenia patients (t=0.74, df=24, p=0.47). A two-tailed, two-sample t test of the difference between B and A cue signals during scan 3 revealed a significant difference between groups (t=2.164, df=47, p=0.04). ANOVA of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex signal in schizophrenia patients, with regard to medication status, revealed no significant effect of medication on the signal at scan 3 (p=0.26) or scans 1 to 3 (p=0.42).

Whole brain analysis. To confirm the differential involvement of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex in healthy comparison subjects relative to schizophrenia patients, we conducted a whole brain voxel-wise analysis, an approach complementary to the region-of-interest BOLD time-series analysis (Table 2, Figure 1). In comparison subjects, a diverse network involving the middle frontal gyrus, anterior and posterior cingulate, and precuneus was engaged. In schizophrenia patients, a network limited to subcortical regions—the thalamus and putamen—was
activated. Notably, there was an absence of engagement of the middle frontal gyrus in schizophrenia patients. This difference between groups in middle frontal gyrus activity was confirmed by the between-group results. In the B cue trial minus A cue trial contrast, only the left middle frontal gyrus and inferior frontal gyrus showed significantly greater activity in healthy comparison subjects relative to schizophrenia patients, while no regions showed greater activity in schizophrenia patients relative to healthy comparison subjects.

Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex-correlated brain network activity. We conducted a dorsolateral prefrontal cortex functional connectivity analysis using the beta series method and predicted that schizophrenia patients would show diminished dorsolateral prefrontal cortex functional connectivity (Table 3, Figure 2). In healthy comparison subjects, the right inferior parietal lobule and left premotor cortex (including the frontal eye fields) were regions showing greater functional connectivity with the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex in schizophrenia patients and healthy comparison subjects for the B and A cue trials are shown in the top right. Note that this time series was derived from a functional region of interest identified in healthy subjects in a previous study and not from the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex region identified from the whole brain analysis in the present study. Healthy comparison subjects exhibited the predicted up-regulation of dorsolateral prefrontal cortex activity during the B relative to the A cue trial, while patients did not demonstrate this effect. Results of whole brain, voxel-wise multiple regression analysis are shown in the lower right. These surface-rendered t maps of the contrast B cue trial minus A cue trial, thresholded at the cluster level of \( p < 0.05 \) (corrected), depict regions showing significantly greater activity in healthy comparison subjects relative to schizophrenia patients.

\( \ast p < 0.05. \)
Activity in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex was a significant negative predictor of schizophrenia (beta=−2.67, p=0.009), with every unit increase in dorsolateral prefrontal cortex activity resulting in a >14:1 decrease in the odds of schizophrenia. Activity in the right inferior parietal lobule was not a significant predictor (beta=0.12, p=0.85).

To evaluate the possibility that the functional connectivity results were confounded by low univariate activity in the “seed” (i.e., dorsolateral prefrontal cortex) region in schizophrenia patients, we compared trial-to-trial variability of the BOLD signal in the left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. We found equivalent variance between groups during A and B cue trials (p=0.75 and p=0.31, respectively). In other words, the lower mean BOLD signal in schizophrenia patients did not constrain the functional connectivity analysis, since patients and healthy comparison subjects exhibited equivalent levels of trial-to-trial variability of the BOLD signal.

**Behavioral and clinical correlations with dorsolateral prefrontal cortex functional connectivity measures.** To evaluate the relevance of our dorsolateral prefrontal cortex functional connectivity results, we calculated the correlation between dorsolateral prefrontal cortex connectivity and behavior (Figure 2). Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex connectivity showed moderate correlation with performance on the AX continuous performance task across all subjects, and thus connectivity was significantly associated with better performance in the BX condition, with either BX accuracy (r=0.35, p=0.01) or the difference in accuracy between the BX and AX conditions (r=0.31, p=0.03). There was a significant inverse correlation between disorganization and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex connectivity (r=−0.47, p=0.04). This relationship was specific in that the correlation between dorsolateral prefrontal cortex connectivity and other symptom domains (behavioral poverty and reality distortion) was low and nonsignificant (behavioral poverty: r=0.12, p=0.63; reality distortion: r=−0.29, p=0.21). Finally, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex connectivity was significantly correlated with global level of functioning as assessed by GAS (r=0.47, p=0.04).

**Discussion**

In a large sample of subjects with first-episode schizophrenia, we demonstrated a specific deficit in cognitive control, dysfunction of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, and significant correlations between impaired dorsolateral prefrontal cortex functional connectivity and behavior and clinical status. Schizophrenia patients exhibited poor performance during the BX cue-probe trial, a condition that requires a high degree of cognitive control. However, patients did not differ from healthy comparison subjects in the AY and BY trials (12). Schizophrenia patients were unable to upregulate activity in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex during B trial cues, as indicated by the results of two separate lines-of-analysis BOLD time series derived from an a priori-identified dorsolateral prefrontal cortex region of interest and whole brain voxel-wise regression analysis. Additionally, there was a significant reduction in dorsolateral prefrontal cortex connectivity in the schizophrenia group, which suggests a deficit in dor-
solateral prefrontal cortex top-down modulation. Across all subjects, we found significant correlations between the magnitude of dorsolateral prefrontal cortex connectivity and behavioral performance during the AX continuous performance task. In schizophrenia patients, we found significant correlations between connectivity and clinical measures (a positive correlation with GAS scores and an inverse correlation with disorganization). Lower dorsolateral prefrontal cortex connectivity was associated with worse performance, greater disorganization, and lower global functioning. To our knowledge, this is the first study to report an association between dorsolateral prefrontal cortex dysfunction and global measures of impairment.

The present study was motivated by empirical and theoretical research supporting the central involvement of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex in cognitive control (2–4). Miller and Cohen proposed a model in which the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex biases activity in the posterior cortex, which is necessary for controlled performance (3). For example, during the delay period of a face working memory task, it is thought that the prefrontal cortex upregulates the activity of face processing regions in the visual cortex when the neural representation of the to-be-remembered face must be maintained (18, 19). Recent animal and human studies have reported results that are consistent with this finding by demonstrating that lateral prefrontal cortex activity precedes and presumably guides the parietal region during controlled processing (20, 21).

A logical extension of this line of reasoning would be to propose that the magnitude of top-down modulation is a function of control demands. In the AX continuous performance task, we predicted that B trial cues would engage the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex in healthy comparison subjects to support task-appropriate processing and reduce BX error rates through top-down modulation. We examined this process using the beta correlation method combined with event-related analysis, which allows measurement of functional connectivity during discrete stages of task performance. Enhanced functional connectivity in B cue trials relative to A cue trials was observed in healthy comparison subjects, while there was a marked inability to enhance dorsolateral prefrontal cortex connectivity in schizophrenia patients. Previous studies have also shown altered interactions between cortical regions, suggesting the presence of disordered connectivity in schizophrenia (22–25). Accordingly, our results are not only consistent with this finding by demonstrating that lateral prefrontal cortex activity precedes and presumably guides the parietal region during controlled processing (20, 21).

**FIGURE 2. Dorsolateral Prefrontal Cortex Functional Connectivity Analysis in Schizophrenia Patients (N=25) and Healthy Comparison Subjects (N=24)**

---

*a* Significant correlation between dorsolateral prefrontal cortex connectivity and BX performance, expressed as the difference between BX and AX accuracy ($r=0.31$, $p=0.03$).

*b* Significant correlation between dorsolateral prefrontal cortex connectivity and disorganization ($r=-0.47$, $p=0.04$).

*c* Significant correlation between dorsolateral prefrontal cortex connectivity and BX-AX accuracy ($r=0.31$, $p=0.03$).

*d* Significant correlation between dorsolateral prefrontal cortex connectivity and global level of functioning as indexed by the Global Assessment Scale ($r=0.47$, $p=0.04$).
with the hypothesis that connectivity is impaired in individuals with schizophrenia, but they suggest that there is a potential fundamental neural mechanism by which dorsolateral prefrontal cortex dysfunction leads to cognitive impairment (i.e., top-down modulation through impaired connectivity with the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex). As a measure of covariance, the beta series correlation method cannot determine the directionality of interactions. However, the fact that 1) only the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (not other elements of the task-related neural network) showed differential activity in the univariate contrast in schizophrenia patients and healthy comparison subjects and 2) logistic regression analysis selectively associated decreased dorsolateral prefrontal cortex activity but not right inferior parietal lobule activity with a schizophrenia diagnosis provides converging support for our model. However, we cannot rule out the possibility that altered function in another element of the distributed network, such as the right inferior parietal lobule, underlies the altered pattern of connectivity. Future studies using tasks that selectively engage prefrontal and parietal cognitive control functions or other methods capable of detecting directionality of effects are needed to address this issue in a more definitive manner.

There may be concerns that our functional connectivity results were confounded by decreased dorsolateral prefrontal cortex activity in schizophrenia patients. However, the most important parameter constraining dorsolateral prefrontal cortex connectivity is not its mean activity but rather the magnitude of trial-to-trial variability. In fMRI, these are largely independent parameters, and lower dorsolateral prefrontal cortex connectivity in patients is not necessarily the result of low univariate activity. This was verified in our data by the demonstration of equivalent dorsolateral prefrontal cortex variance between groups. Other examples of the divergence between the mean univariate and functional connectivity properties of a region are present in the extant literature (17).

In the present study, we included adolescent subjects in order to ensure that we investigated a representative sample of first-episode schizophrenia patients (26). In this study and a previous report (27), we closely matched the study groups on age to ensure that there were no developmental differences, aside from those that may be related to the illness, between the groups. Further, in a reanalysis of our data in the present study, which excluded subjects <16 years old, we found an identical pattern of results. To address the possibility that lower dorsolateral prefrontal cortex activity in schizophrenia patients might have been the result of lower accuracy on the AX continuous performance task among these individuals (and hence a lower number of correct BX trials) we conducted an analysis in which only performance-matched subjects were included. This analysis yielded fMRI results that were identical to those from the full sample. An examination of the putative functions of cortical regions identified in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex connectivity analysis revealed that each of these regions may support task-relevant processes during the AX continuous performance task. The right inferior parietal lobule has strong anatomical connections to the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (28), and recent functional neuroimaging studies in humans suggest that the right inferior parietal lobule supports sustained attention (29, 30). Similarly, the frontal eye field is thought to support visual attention, in addition to its well-recognized role in eye-movement motor control (31, 32). It is possible that functional impairment in one of these regions could lead to disrupted connectivity with the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex.

Limitations to the present study include the implications that could be made pertaining to the relative importance of brain regions other than the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (33–35) in the broader pathophysiology of schizophrenia. Although the demonstration of a significant association between dorsolateral prefrontal cortex connectivity and behavioral and clinical impairments (particularly with disorganization symptoms and GAS) suggests broad relevance of dorsolateral prefrontal cortex dysfunction, the determination of the relative importance of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex compared with other regions involving other cognitive processes needs to be examined in future studies.

Other possible limitations are the effects of medication on fMRI measures. The available evidence argues against medication effects as a major contributor to our findings. Prior studies have shown that antipsychotic drugs do not suppress the prefrontal cortex BOLD signal during higher-order cognition (27, 36). In the present study, there were no differences between medicated and unmedicated patients in cue-related dorsolateral prefrontal cortex activity. Furthermore, since our patients were very early in the course of illness, it is reasonable to conclude that impaired dorsolateral prefrontal cortex function is fundamental and unrelated to the long-term effects of medication exposure or illness chronicity.

Although the physiological mechanisms underlying impaired dorsolateral prefrontal cortex activity are unknown, the asynchronous activity of neurons as the result of perturbations in the local circuitry is a cogent potential mechanism (37, 38). Simultaneous recording and fMRI studies in primates suggest that synchronous firing of cortical neurons, particularly in the high-frequency range (40–80 Hz or gamma), is highly correlated with BOLD response (39). In a recent EEG study, which parallels the present fMRI study, we reported a decrease in induced gamma-band activity associated with impaired cognitive control performance and disorganization in schizophrenia patients (40). The results of the present study are consistent with the findings of our previous EEG study and with a model of impaired synchronous neuronal firing in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, which is associated with...
disruption in top-down-regulation of neural networks that support cognitive control.

The convergence of behavioral, functional neuroimaging, and clinical findings in the present study supports the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex dysfunction model of cognitive control deficits in schizophrenia. Furthermore, the reported functional connectivity results provide new insights into how dorsolateral prefrontal cortex dysfunction may lead to impaired cognitive control, behavioral disorganization, and functional impairment in individuals with schizophrenia by suggesting a physiological model in which a failure to recruit and maintain a coordinated network may underlie the cognitive impairment and related aspects of the psychopathology of schizophrenia.
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